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Let i(G) and IR(G) be the independent domination number and upper irredundance 
number of a graph G respectively. A conjecture that i(G) + IR(G) s 2p + 2k - 2l/!@ was 
proposed in rl], where p = IGl and k is the minimum degree of G. In this paper, we prove this 
conjecture. 
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph. For a vertex v E V, WC define N(v) = 
(u E V 1 uv E E} and N[v] = N(v) U {v). re generally, for X c V, N[X] = 
lJvEX N[v]. For v EXE VP v is said to be redundant in X if N[v] c N[X - {v}]. 
A set of vertices containing no redundant vertex is called ir.edundant. Th% lower 
and upper irredundance numbers ir(G) and I (G) are respectively the minimum 
and maximum cardinalities taken over al maximal irredundant sets of V. The 
independent domination number i(G) and the independence number P(G) are 
respectively the minimum end maximum cardinalities taken over all maximal 
independent sets of Since every maximal independent set is a maximal 
irredundant set ([2, ropositions 2 and 4]), we have ir(G) <i(G) g@(G) s 
(G). Cockayne, n, Payan and Thomason in [l] proposed the following 
0 If G has p vertices md minimum degree k, then 
i(G) -t- IR(G) s 2p + 2k - 216$. 
Now, we shall prove this conjecture. r Xc, V(G), t%le subgraph of G 
induced by X will be denote4 by (X). 
G bar p vertices and minimuu~ degree ki then 
(6) S 2p - 2k, if p - k divides p, an 
(6) s 2p - 2k - 1, otherwise. 
C. Wang 
as p vertices an inimu degree k 3 k, then i(G) + 
Since 2 jp, we have 2k 2 $Zpk and hence 2p - 2k ~2p + 2k - 
. 0 
as p vertices and minimum degree k G $p, then i(G) + I 
1 d is not isolated in 
lai2)uJI can not be i 
ave z E Y, a contradiction. 
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an not contain any ve 
which implies 
(G) - 1x1) - km e n(p - 
and hence 
t p’=p-IY(+k. Since IYI>k, we have p>p’ and R(G) > ip ’ 
implies 
Using the inequahty (1) we deduce 
Elementary caiculus ~KIWS that the right hand side of (2) is maxkal when 
ls2pt+k-2j/m 
ince k*:ip, k+lY)< (G)+IY/sP, we havep’= 
nction f(x) = x - 2ld% is increasing for x > 2k, 
p’-2 
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Case 2. Suppose that 11y( s k 
Using the inequality (l), we have 
st k vertices of V - 
to V-D-q(X) 
- Q~(X) is adjacent to at most II vertices of 
Using the inequality (5) we deduce 
s in Case 1, elementary calculus hows that the maximal value of the right hand 
side of (6) is 2p + k - 2vm. Therefore 
(G)42p+2k-2q@. 0 
Theorems 1 and 2 also give bounds for i(G) + p(G). It was proved in 
[3] that ihese bounds are best possible for i(G) + /3(G). Therefore these bounds 
are best possible for i(G) + Et(G). 
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